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From the National Wildlife FederationÂ® comes the most up-to-date, all-photographic field guide to

North American birds. Birders will find it indispensable: this single, portable volume features more

than 750 species, along with more than 2,000 stunning images by leading nature photographers

showing birds in their natural habitats. Captions highlight important field marks, and comprehensive

species accounts describe habitats, behavior, flight, migration, songs, and plumages. Other features

include: more than 600 maps showing bird distribution in every season; strategies for watching and

identifying birds; a complete species index plus a quick-flip index; a glossary of terms; and a

checklist of birds. The guideâ€™s unique waterproof cover makes it especially valuable for use in

the field.
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This book has just recently appeared and ranks with the top few Field Guides available. The

greatest choice you must make as a learning birder is between guides that use photographs and

those that use illustrations to show the birds. Genrerally, illustrations do a better job of detailing the

fine points you'll be looking for and are often more real than real. On the other hand ,when you

come across birds in the field they are going to appear more like the pictures in this book. Your

choice will likely be between Peterson's,Kaufman's Sibley,and The National Geographic,which is

now by far the most popular.I have written reviews on all of them. This new book is a little cheaper,

covers 750 birds as compared to the Nat Geo which covers every bird ever recorded in NA. A very



important point with Field Guides is that they must stand a lot of abuse in all sorts of weather and

must be far better constructed than even text books. All these guides are exceptionally well

constructed. This Guide and Kaufman's break away from the AOU order in an effort to put

somewhat similar birds together,attempting to make it easier for less experienced birders. This may

be a bit confusing when using this book with other birders or during bird study courses. In the case

of each Guide,the authors who are the top birders in North America, are trying to pass on their

experience in identifying birds to you;and where there are differences in aproach,it is only the pros

and cons that are involved. If you become at all serious,you will probably want all these guides,so in

the end,you can't go too far wrong with any of these guides. Good Birding!!

I have picked up every bird field guide that has come along for the past 36 years and this is

definitely one of the best of all time. When I first received my copy I literally could not put it down.

Mr. Brinkley has the ability to bring each species to life in his descriptions, making this a very

interesting read, unusual for a field guide. I thought the photos were excellent, as well as the range

maps. I would recommend this book to anyone, whether you have years of experience studying

birds, or are just getting started. For beginners, Mr. Brinkley helps you get started in an easily

understood way. For the jaded, long-time birders, there are lots of neat tidbits of information that you

may not know about, plus you can pour over the most up to date range maps in print. The author

obviously has a great love for birds and the natural world and this really comes across in this book.

There was nothing that I didn't like about this field guide.MLPurdy

I have three books relating to bird identification. All more expensive than this. However, this one has

the best photographs from which to help identify birds. It is not real heavy on prose as to their habits

& breeding, but does indicate usual locations and migration paths. Well worth the price!

This new field guide would be a great buy (or gift) for a beginning birder or an advanced expert. The

photos are excellent and the printing seems to be of the highest quality but what really stands out is

the wonderful text accompanying every species. Ned Brinkley has somehow packed much of his

lifetime's accumulation of bird wisdom into hundreds of easily understood but knowledge-dense

nuggets of information. No matter how much you know about American birds, there is something

new and worthwhile in this wonderful book. It's superb.

If you are looking for a photographic guide to birds, or if you want to supplement your Sibley's or



National Geographic Guides, this is the book. Though the photos are small, the book is packed with

information. More importantly, it is organized in a way that makes it learnable. Each bird has text on

the photo telling readers what to look for. Some field guides put this information in a block of text on

the opposite page, where it gets ignored or takes a lot of looking back and forth to figure out. This

book shows all the ID stuff on the photos. And there are important variations of plumage shown for

some species as well (worn feathers that look quite different.) The blocks of text on the opposite

page contain snippets of natural history and info about vocalizations. This book contains more info

and will teach new birders faster than many other guides that are bigger or flashier. There are also

some two page entries on topics like "small brown birds," "raptors," etc., giving birders an overview

about behavior and how to approach that type of group.

This is clearly the best photo guide to N. American birds. Rarities and common birds are shown in

exellent photos. For difficult species and plumages there are multiple photos. The maps are

accurate and the text is well-done. It is also a great value - good paper and binding. This and

Sibley's N. American Guide will do the job.

A long-time birder who carries this book on all his outings recommended it to me (a photographer)

so I could look up the occasional species I would come across on field trips. It's very easy to

navigate, it is colorful with short informative descriptions and, so far, it has had every species I have

needed to know about. Flipping through this book is a pleasure and an education in itself; for

example, I have spent my life admiring Common Grackles, Robins and Red-winged Blackbirds and

until I got this book I did not know that the female markings are quite distinct and different from

those of the male. I was especially interested to learn more about the Whip-poor-will species and

their range of territory. The Contents section is colorful and simple, yet precise. The Index is

straightforward and all-inclusive - something I always look at first when buying any book. Highly

recommended.
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